697 Transbronquial needle aspirates

363 (52.1%) cell block unavailable

- 272 (39%) Diagnostic smear
- 91 (13%) Non-diagnostic smear

334 (47.9%) cell block available

- 24 (3.4%) Diagnostic smear and non-diagnostic cell block
- 48 (6.9%) Non-diagnostic smear and non-diagnostic cell block
- 208 (29.8%) Diagnostic smear and diagnostic cell block
- 4 (0.6%) NSCLC diagnostic smear and diagnostic cell block (subtyping NSCLC-NOS)
- 50 (7.2%) Non-diagnostic smear and diagnostic cell block

- 280 (40.2%) cell block not providing additional information
- 54 (7.7%) cell block providing additional information